October 16, 2017

Mr. D. Christle
Secretary and Executive Director
Public Utilities Board
400-330 Portage Avenue
Winnipeg, Manitoba
R3C 0C4

Dear Mr. Christle:

RE: MANITOBA HYDRO 2017/18 & 2018/19 GENERAL RATE APPLICATION ("GRA") –ROUND II INFORMATION REQUESTS

Enclosed please find responses to the Round II Information Requests from the Public Utilities Board ("PUB"), the Consumers Association of Canada (Manitoba)/Winnipeg Harvest ("Coalition"), the Manitoba Industrial Power Users Group ("MIPUG"), the Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs ("AMC"), the Green Action Centre ("GAC"), and the General Service Small and General Service Medium representative ("GSS/GSM").

Manitoba Hydro is also enclosing the following revised Round I Information Requests and PUB Minimum Filing Requirement:

- PUB/MH I-12 – includes minor corrections to the wages & salaries, overtime and benefits capitalized and charged to operations;
- PUB/MH I-116a-d – includes a minor wording correction to part a) of the response to replace the word "consequence" with "probability of failure";
- Coalition/MH I-101a-c – A public response is provided to part a) in accordance with Manitoba Hydro’s October 6, 2017 Reply to Intervenor Rule 13 Motion submissions (p. 33);
- AMC/MH I-43 – Prairie Research Associates has corrected a calculation error for the straight rate discount;
- PUB MFR 160 – Redactions have been removed in accordance with Manitoba Hydro’s October 6, 2017 Reply to Intervenor Rule 13 Motion submissions (p. 17).

Manitoba Hydro is also enclosing a revised Appendix 3.6 to include the 2016/17 actual results in a separate column and Appendix 7.4 (Directive 5 of Order 43/13) providing actual monthly hydraulic generation, water conditions and extra-provincial energy exchange data for the months of August and September 2017.

Available in accessible formats upon request
If you have any questions or comments with respect to this submission, please contact the writer at 204-360-3946 or Odette Fernandes at 204-360-3633.

Yours truly,

MANITOBA HYDRO LEGAL SERVICES DIVISION

Per:

PATRICIA J. RAMAGE
Barrister & Solicitor

cc:
Odette Fernandes, Manitoba Hydro
Bob Peters, Board Counsel
Dayna Steinfeld, Board Counsel
Registered Interveners